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Aaron Kirman Group- Top Sales Team in California Volume 2020 (726 Million Sales)

Aaron Kirman Group- Top Sales Team in California Volume 2019 (453 Million Sales)

Aaron Kirman Group- Top Sales Team in California Volume 2018 (525 Million Sales) (2016)

Aaron Kirman Group- Top Sales Team in California Volume 2017 (500 Million Sales)

Engel & Volkers Ruby award winner for 2014, 2015 and 2016

Voted Top 10 Realtors in Los Angeles 2009, 2010, 2011 and 2012

NRT Agents top 100, 2009, 2010, 2011 and 2012 (this includes Sotheby’s International Realty, Coldwell Banker

and Century 21)

Top 10 teams in 2012 and 2013 company-wide in transaction sides

Top new Agent at the Sotheby’s International Realty Sunset Strip Office in 2008

Voted one of the ‘Hottest’ Brokers in LA by Curbed Magazine 2011 and 2012

Yawar holds a Master’s degree from the University of California, Davis and a BA in Psychology and Communications

from the University of San Francisco

Commissioner for the City of West Hollywood, Historic Preservation Committee (2013-Present)

Series Regular, “Listing Impossible”- CNBC/NBC (2020)

Series Regular, “The American Dream TV”- Amazon, Apple, Roku (2019-Present)

Co-host for the real estate lifestyle show, “Marriage or Mortgage” (2016)

Yawar Charlie is the grandson of Indian film legend, Noor Mohammed Charlie, one of the pioneers of the Bollywood film

industry. Following in his family’s footsteps, Yawar moved to Los Angeles to pursue a career in Television and Film. After

dozens of roles in TV and Film, Yawar turned his focus to Real Estate. Yawar joined Sotheby’s International Realty in 2008,

eventually forming The Charlie and Sanchez Realty Group. In the spring of 2014, Yawar and his team made the exciting

move to join the international real estate brokers Engel & Volkers, in their new Beverly Hills office. In 2016, Yawar was

invited to join the real estate powerhouse team, Aaron Kirman Group. Having sold several hundred listings in the Greater

Los Angeles area, Yawar prides himself on providing constant attention to detail, genuine care for his clients, vast market

expertise, and creativity which has made him one of the top agents in Los Angeles. “I have never forgotten how exciting it

was to buy my first home and how hard I had to work to achieve that goal. My motto has always been, ‘love the place you

live’ and this is the focus, energy and dedication I carry through to each and every client transaction.”

Some of Yawar’s career highlights include:

Yawar Charlie provides the ultimate in professional real estate services, coupled with a true personal touch. His is a part of

an award-winning team that includes both buyer and listing specialists with extensive background & knowledge in resale

and new home sales. If you are considering purchasing or selling residential or commercial property, contact Yawar for a

confidential discussion of his team’s proprietary international marketing program that consistently delivers successful sales.
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Aaron Kirman is a visionary in luxury real estate. For more than 20 years, Kirman has been on the leading edge of

luxury residential real estate, both in the U. S. and abroad. As the top agent in Los Angeles for the past decade and a

top five agent nationwide, he has amassed more than $8 billion in career sales.

Kirman’s extensive client base features luxury lifestyle seekers including heads of industry, celebrities, royalty, major

lending institutions, and foreign investors. Kirman crafted his career by representing the most prominent architectural

and luxury estate communities around the globe, as well as the most exclusive residences owned by some of the world’s

richest and most famous people.

Named one of the Most Influential People in Los Angeles, Kirman has received international acclaim for record-setting

sales across the region. Over a notable real estate career, Kirman has sold the infamous Danny Thomas Estate, the Edie

Goetz Estate and Lions Gate Estate, as well as countless others. Kirman's vast knowledge and expertise in selling

exclusive properties has helped him to produce some of the highest prices in Beverly Hills, Bel Air, Hollywood Hills,

Santa Monica, and Malibu. Kirman also holds the record for highest price per square foot in Hollywood set at $4,722

where he represented the buyer and seller on Case Study 21.

Kirman currently represents the largest market share of luxury listings in the country with over $2.2 Billion in active luxury

inventory, and with over $700 Million in sales for 2020. Kirman kicked off 2021 by co-listing “The One,” America’s

most expensive luxury property with 100,000 sq ft perched atop Bel-Air’s most exclusive neighborhood for

$350,000,000. His company, Aaron Kirman Group, is located in the heart of Beverly Hills, with a team of over 100

agents and a staff of 10. Kirman also serves as President of the International Estates Division at Compass Realty.

Compass Realty is the third largest real estate company in the nation and Kirman holds the number 1 agent position in

their network of 18,000 agents.
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F E A T U R E D  P R E S S  C O V E R A G E



$726,627,632
TOTAL SALES VOLUME

IN 2020

#1
LUXURY TEAM 

IN LOS ANGELES
TOTAL SALES VOLUME IN 2018 - WSJ



CNBC’S ‘LISTING IMPOSSIBLE’ DELIVERS HARD

TRUTHS TO WAYWARD HOMEOWNERS

When attending red-carpet affairs such as award shows and premieres, celebrity realty agents are likely to don Jimmy
Choo heels or a Tom Ford tux. You’ll spot Yawar Charlie, however, in a traditional Pakistani kurta.

“I always try to wear South Asian clothes — to represent a part of the world we don’t get to see much in a positive light,”
said the Karachi, Pakistan, native. But making such a bold fashion statement can be too risky when selling pricey homes
— a dictum that Charlie and his fellow agents with Compass’ Aaron Kirman Group advise their clients on CNBC’s
“Listing Impossible,” which premiered Jan. 15.

On the show, Kirman and crew deliver tough love — along with some staggering staging budgets — to owners of hot-
mess mansions that won’t bust out of listings. Those jumbo acrylic animal statues that make a Laguna Niguel home
resemble the set for “Wild Kingdom”? They’ve gotta go — along with millions off the asking price.

To sell such untamed listings, Charlie uses “active listening” skills drawn from his former acting career — his grandfather
was India’s famed Noor Mohammed Charlie, a pioneer of the Bollywood film industry. The elder star played comic
hero roles, and as a fan and mimic of Charlie Chaplin, he took “Charlie” as his surname and copied Chaplin’s
trademark toothbrush ‘stache.
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